SAH Notices

1980 Annual Meeting—Madison, Wisconsin (April 23-27). David Gebhard, University of California at Santa Barbara, will be general chairman of the meeting, with Richard W. E. Perrin, FAIA, acting as honorary local chairman. Narciso Menocal, Department of Art History of the University of Wisconsin, and Eric S. McCready, The University of Texas at Austin, are local chairmen.

Listings of sessions appeared in the April, June and August 1979 Newsletters. In addition to the full program of papers, the local committee is planning several tours, and receptions at the Elvehjem Museum of Art on Thursday evening and another one at Alumni House offered by the Department of Art History of the University of Wisconsin. Tours—Saturday afternoon, April 26: 1) "Frank Lloyd Wright and the Prairie School," ending with a reception in Wright's First Unitarian Society Meeting House; 2) "Frank Lloyd Wright: Spring Green and Richland Center," ending with a reception in Wright's Spring Green Restaurant; and 3) "Mineral Point." Sunday (all day): 1) "Sullivan, Wright and the Prairie School in Southeast Wisconsin"; and 2) "Old World Wisconsin." In addition, materials will be provided for self-guided tours in Madison.

The Preliminary Program for the meeting (accompanied by a preregistration form and hotel card) will be received by the membership by January 15, 1980. Members abroad who wish to have the Preliminary Program sent airmail should notify the SAH central office well in advance of this date.

SPECIAL 1980 ANNUAL TOUR: Southwest (October 4-11). The chairman of the tour will be John P. Conron, FAIA, who will be assisted by Bainbridge Bunting, University of New Mexico. The tour will begin in Durango, Colorado (with two day trips out to Mesa Verde National Park); the tour then proceeds to Chaco Canyon (with an overnight at Ghost Ranch in Abiquiu, New Mexico), to the Taos area, and will end in Santa Fe. This tour will be limited to one busload, and will be arranged on the basis of SAH foreign tours (i.e., the tour cost will include payment for hotels, listed meals, and entry fees, but will not include transportation from participants' home cities to Durango and return). Announcements will reach the SAH membership by May 1, 1980.

1980 Foreign Tour—France, May 23-June 15. Earl D. Layman, Historic Preservation Officer for the City of Seattle, will be chairman of the tour.


SAH Fund Raising

SAH members are urged to read the enclosed statement carefully, as it outlines our efforts in this very important activity.

SAH Student Scholarship Winners. The all-expense student scholarships for the 1979 annual tour of Princeton (and Central) New Jersey have been awarded to Anthony Alosin of Harvard University and Heather Hallenberg of the University of Missouri.

SAH Alice Davis Hitchcock Book Award. The 1980 chairman is Bainbridge Bunting, with Drury B. Alexander and Myra Nan Rosenfeld serving with him on the committee.

Founders' Award. Harold N. Coolidge will chair the committee, and will be assisted by Richard J. Betts and Daphne C. Roloff.

Chapters

Both Decorative Arts and Landscape Architecture issue their own newsletters, a benefit of membership in these non-geographical chapters. The Urban History Group also issues a bulletin from time to time. Some geographical chapters, such as Western New York and Texas, also have newsletters, papers, proceedings, or bulletins. If the secretaries of each chapter would send information to this Newsletter, we will publish a systematic list of such publications.

New Jersey. Marion Husid Bensky, Kean College, spoke on "Architects and their Furniture," at the Winter Meeting. The Spring Meeting in Hoboken began at the Stevens Institute and moved on to three brownstones, each representing different approaches to restoration. The Fall Meeting will center around a tour of New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Wisconsin. Met in conjunction with Historic Madison, Inc. of Wisconsin at Cooksville, a 19th century community of vernacular houses.

Northern Pacific Coast. The Spring Meeting was an all day affair with both lunch and dinner. A tour of the early settled area of French Prairie and the Aurora Colony followed a morning of papers.

Chicago. The Annual Meeting on 5 July was highlighted by a lecture, "Charles Rennie Mackintosh," by Robert W. K.C. Rogerson, Chairman of the Board, Hill House, Scotland.

SAH 20-Year Index (1941-1961), Softcover. These are now priced at $6.50 each, plus $1.75 postage and handling. Prepaid orders should be sent to the SAH central office (address above).
REPRINTS AND NEW EDITIONS


Morrison, Mary L., ed. (SAH). Historic Savannah. Survey of significant buildings in the historic and Victorian districts of Savannah, Georgia. 2d ed. Savannah: Historic Savannah Foundation, n.d. 299 p. $30.00. $15.00 paper. Order from: Publisher, P.O. Box 1733, Savannah, GA 31402


*Available from SAH central office; see enclosed publications list.

CATHOLICUS


ARTICLES


Banham, Reyner (SAH). “Buffalo industrial: an introduction” Little Journal (SAH Western New York Chapter) 2/79 vol. 3 no. 1 pp. 3-19

Bösel, Richard. “Cosimo Fanzago a Roma” Prospettiva 10/78 pp. 29-40


Mariani, Riccardo. “Le città nuove del periodo fascista. Com’erano, perché furono costruite, come sono adesso” Abitare 10/78 pp. 76-91


Mezzanote, Gianni. “Appunti su alcuni inediti di Giuseppe Pagano” Storia architettura III nos. 1-2, gennaio-agosto 1978 pp. 5-64

Quinan, Jack (SAH). “H.H. Richardson and the Boston granite tradition” Little Journal (SAH Western New York Chapter) 2/79 vol. 3 no. 1 pp. 20-29


Rice, Kym S. “Joseph Clark, Maryland architect” Antiques 37/9 pp. 552-555

Scklen, Carlo. “Construzioni e progetti di Giuseppe Pagano” Storia architettura Ill no. 1-2, gennaio-agosto 1978 pp. 65-78


Toker, Franklin K. “In the grand manner: the P & LE Railroad Station in Pittsburgh” Carnegie Magazine LIII March 1979 pp. 6-21


Toschi, Livio. “Luigi Pianciani e la battaglie urbanistiche per la terza Roma (1873-1882)” Storia architettura III no. 3, settembre-dicembre 1978 pp. 31-48

*Available from SAH central office; see enclosed publications list.
The 1979 SAH foreign tour visited twenty-four cities, towns, or sites in Spain. Yet there was free time to wander in twisted medieval streets or beautifully paved parks, to explore churches and museums in many places. Two veterans conducted the tour, John Hoag in his fourth experience as foreign tour leader, and Rosann Berry, with countless trips to her credit. They managed a relatively easy pace, with abundant four-course meals and hotels whose decor ranged from turn-of-the-century grandeur to Hittonesque and Arabesque. The essential bus was manned by Carlos, friendly, patient, and helpful.

Spanish architecture has its own distinctive identity. Even so it absorbed much from other nations and cultures. Thus the group discovered not only those characteristics and the richness that is specifically Spanish, saw the exciting admixture from the Moors, but also found echoes of the whole of Western Europe’s architectural history. Fine displays in Spain’s archaeological museums extended this condensed history back through Greek, Phoenician and earlier periods to the beginnings. Roman aqueducts, theaters and bridges remain standing alongside examples of Moorish, Mozarabic, and Mudejar architecture. Castellated ruins crown the hills and mountains. We saw Gothic cathedrals, Renaissance palaces and Baroque chapels. The exuberance of many of these continued into early twentieth century architecture and makes Gaudi less astonishing. Even the occasional “Post-Modern” building is vigorously Spanish.

Each of the forty-two participants had a favorite place in Spain; however, several special tours conducted by important Spanish architects were major highlights for the group as a whole. The first of these was a thorough visit to the formal and grandiose Palacio Real (1738-1764) in Madrid. Don Fernando Chueca Goutia, Consejo de Belles Artes and Conservador of the royal palace, acted as a charming host. He led the group up great staircases through rooms paved with porcelain or rich silver, silks, and chiming clocks, into the huge throne room with its exploding Tiepolo ceiling, to the roof itself, and also opened up the conservators’ studios and the enormous underworld of the kitchens.

The second such invitation came in Barcelona where Professor Juan Bassegoda Nonell, of the Institute de Investigacion de Historia de l’Arquitectura y Restauracion de Monumentos, and the president of the Amigos de Gaudi, guided the group past Gaudi’s fantastic dragon gate and into the vaulted pavilion (1884) which had once been the stable of the Finca Guell and is now a Gaudi research center.

Don Rafael Manzano Martos gave hours of his time to three visits to two major sites he is restoring as Conservador de Reales Alcazares. Those SAH members who were actively involved with problems of architectural restoration were grateful for both the morning-long visit to the dig and reconstruction of the extensive palace complex at Medina Az-Zahara (936-1010) near Cordoba and for the next afternoon’s tour of the Alcazar, the palace begun in the twelfth century in Seville which is still used by the royal family in the summer. However, those who managed to reassemble at ten that night for a return visit with Don Rafael experienced a spectacle from the world of dreams. He had designed and installed simple but dramatic lighting which unfolded a delicate, restrained and joyous secular art to the group as it moved slowly through the fantasy of rooms, courtyards and gardens.

We remember Salamanca, Segovia, Tarrogonia, Burgos, Toledo, the icy cold of the great cathedrals, hearing stonemasons hammering as they repair the cloisters in La Seo Antigua of Lerida and the thunderous pealing of the Giraldo’s bells in Seville, drifting through the Alhambra and fragrant gardens of the Generalife in Granada, seeing Goya, Velazquez, or Bosch in the Prado. Many things are left to see, or see again, wherever the tour went. Still, with more marvels than can be noted in this brief report, the tour was a satisfying introduction to Spain.

Contributed by Roxanne Williamson

TOURS

Fall house and garden tours will take place in Charleston, SC, on the weekends of Oct. 10-13, 18-20, and 26-27. Proceeds help to preserve the city’s architectural heritage. Write: the Preservation Society, P.O. Box 521, Charleston, SC 29402.

SCHOOLS AND CONFERENCES

An international conference on Urban Design will take place Oct. 17-20 at the University of Pennsylvania.

At the Kellogg Center in East Lansing, MI, the Oral History Association will hold its 10th annual national workshop and 14th annual colloquium, Oct. 25-28.

Special fall programs at the Harvard Graduate School of Design include Architecture for Non-Architects taught by Robert Campbell, architect and columnist for the Boston Globe.


For a conference in Nov. 1981 at the Winterthur Museum, Kenneth Ames (SAH) invites papers on The Colonial Revival in America. Write to him at Winterthur, DE 19735. Nov. 8-10, 1979, their conference will investigate the “Craftsman in Early America.”

Outlines and abstracts may be submitted by Nov. 1 for the Northeastern Victorian Studies Association conference War and Violence, April 11-13, 1980, at the University of Pennsylvania. Write: Joanne Hutchinson, Dept. of English, Haverford College, Haverford, PA 19041.
Historic House Preservation: How To was so successful that the Smithsonian and the National Trust are repeating the weeklong conferences Nov. 4-9. Write: Selected Studies, A&I 11901, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560.


For a symposium on nineteenth century music and music halls October 23-26, 1980 at the Grand Opera House in Wilmington, DE, The Victorian Society is seeking papers on nineteenth century American opera houses, theatres, performers, musical literature, musical taste and trends, instruments and other pertinent topics. Write, indicating your topic and enclosing a resume, to Amy Flowerman, Director of Education, The Victorian Society in America, East Washington Square, Philadelphia, 19106.

Two on Viollet-le-Duc: The French conference has been changed to the spring of 1980, to coincide with an exhibit at the Grand Palace; Daniel D. Reiff (SAH) of the State University College at Fredonia, NY is the only American scholar participating. Meanwhile, on Nov. 10, 1979, the University of Michigan will entertain a symposium on Viollet-le-Duc, and an exhibition of his publications and related materials will be on display through Dec. 1 in the Rare Book Room of the Graduate Library. Write: K. Breisch (SAH) or P. Marvin, Dept. of History of Art, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.


Architectural historians, art historians, architects, planners, and government officials are invited to "Architecture and Government: Art and the Body Politic." This symposium, funded by the Delaware Humanities Forum, will be held Nov. 2-3 at the Delaware Art Museum in Wilmington. Write to the Education Dept. of the museum at 2301 Kentmere Parkway, 19806, or call (302) 571-5954. Speakers include Barbara Miller Lane, Robert A.M. Stern, and Wolf Von Eckardt (all SAH).

MUSEUMS AND EXHIBITS

Architects in Alexandria: 1750-1900 may be seen at the Carlyle House in Old Town Alexandria, Oct. 6-Dec. 2. This exhibit emphasizes the designers and the growth of the architectural profession; it was assembled by curator Penny Morrill, and is sponsored by N. Virginia Regional Park Authority. Art Deco Seattle is a series of tours, exhibits, and performances during Oct. 11-Nov. 1, sponsored by Allied Arts of Seattle. Walking tours of the architecture, preservation workshops, exhibits of Erte graphics, fashion shows, and performances of music, vaudeville, and films are included. In the Essex Institute in Salem, MA, an exhibit Life and Times in Shoe City: The Shoe Workers of Lynn is on view until Jan. 27. One topic explored is the development and changes in the built environment; another is the modern city of Lynn. A history workshop will be held in Salem Oct. 26-27, involving historians and former workers in shoe factories.

Capitol, by Thomas Ustick Walter

Photo: The Athenaeum of Philadelphia

The life and works of Thomas Ustick Walter is the topic of a major exhibition at the Athenaeum of Philadelphia, Oct. 29 to Dec. 28. Thomas Ustick Walter (1804-1887), architect of the U.S. Capitol dome and wings, was one of the leading American architects of the mid-nineteenth century. The exhibition, which has been characterized by Athenaeum Librarian Roger Moss (SAH) as "one of the most significant ever devoted to an American, Victorian architect," has been assembled by Robert B. Ennis, who is also preparing a catalogue raisonné for publication by the Athenaeum in the late fall. Included in the exhibition are many heretofore unknown drawings from the Walter family archive, covering such seminal projects as Girard College, the U.S. Capitol dome and wings, Preston Retreat, Andalusia, the Jayne Building, and Moyamensing County Prison and Debtors Apartment.

QUERIES

The careers and work of several motion picture theater architects who practiced early in the 20th century are being investigated by Philip Hamp (SAH) of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates. They need information on the offices of Thomas Lamb (New York), Rapp & Rapp (Chicago and New York), C. Howard Crane (Detroit & London), John Ebersohn (Chicago and New York) and S. Charles Lee (Los Angeles) in addition to the theater work of Timothy Pflueger (San Francisco). Write: 257 Park Ave. S., NY, NY 10010.

For an exhibition on the life and work of the architect John H. Duncan (1855-1929) for the National Park Service, Christopher Gray (SAH) seeks correspondence on Duncan's life, descendants, or works in cities other than New York. The exhibition will open March 1, 1980, at Grant's Tomb in New York, which Duncan designed. Write or telephone Christopher Gray, Office for Metropolitan History, 216 West 89th Street, NY, NY 10024. 212-799-0520.

A number of duplicate journals are available, free on request, to any architecture library which can use them, from the City College Library, 3300 Broadway, NY, NY 10031.

NEWS OF MEMBERS

JOSEPH HENRY PUTNAM has been running his own firm, Putnam and Assoc. in Cambridge for the past three years. Participants in the AIA Design Conference in Chicago were CARL CONDIT, BERTRAND GOLDBERG, HARRY WEAVER, JOHN M. DIXON and ROY KNIGHT among others. DEVON CARLSON sat on the 1979-80 AIA Scholarship Committee. JACK HARTRAY moderated a program on roof design for a
March workshop sponsored by the Chicago Chapter/AIA. PAUL MALO was awarded an Architectural Fellowship by the Educational Facilities Laboratories for his project, “Architecture of the Thousand Islands.” R. RANDALL VOSBECK was elected first vice president/president-elect of the AIA for 1980. PHILIP JOHNSTON honored again! A $100,000 Pritzker Architecture Prize was awarded by the Hyatt Foundation for the first time to Johnson. E. FAY JONES and RICHARD VROOMAN were speakers to the Albuquerque Chapter/AIA in the Spring. Among the new Fellows of the AIA are THOMAS BOSWORTH, E. FAY JONES, MICHAEL GRAVES, and HERSCHEL ELARTH. The new acting Head of the Dept. of Architecture at LSU is ROBERT W. HECK. Over 10,000 original drawings, photos and models of Louis I. Kahn have been given to the Univ. of Penna. G. HOLMES PERKINS and PETER McCLEARY and others are trying to raise $200,000 to house this collection. REYNER BANHAM conducted a summer field-work program on grain elevators this June. WILLIAM MacDONALD’s Piranesi’s Careeri: Sources of Invention was recently published by Smith College. Garland Publishing has named ARNOLD L. MARKOWITZ general editor of their new series, Garland Bibliographies in Architecture and Planning. RICHARD BERGMANN was elected President of the Connecticut Society of Architects. MARDGES BACON presented a paper at the Bartlett School of Architecture, University College, London, in June. We note with regret the death of ARNOLD E. FAY JONES, MICHAEL PAPPAS, THOMAS ASHTON of Omaha, Nebraska. NICHOLAS PAPPAS announces the formation of Yerkes, Pappas and Parker, Architects. MICHAEL GEORGE and John Blatteau were elected to the Board of Classical America whose President is HENRY HOPE REED replacing JOHN BARRINGTON BAYLEY who became emeritus. The Prairie Archives of The Milwaukee Art Center has received a Ford Foundation grant to photograph Frank Lloyd Wright drawings in private and public collections. The project is directed by BRIAN SPENCER and Edgar Tafel. GERALD M. McCUE spoke at the annual meeting of the Earthquake Engineering Institute in San Mateo. RICHARD WESLEY presented a lecture at the University of Illinois in April. WILLIAM J. MURTAGH and WALTER NOLD MATHIS were honored with special awards at the Historic House Association of America meeting in Ashville in May. JAMES MARSTON FITCH is now director of historic preservation with Beyer Blinder Belle, a NYC firm. PHELPS WARREN has retired as president of Friends of Attingham, becoming chairman emeritus. ESTHER McCOY has won a Guggenheim. THOMAS G. SMITH, new SAH director, will be at the American Academy in Rome this coming year, as will WILLIAM TORDT.

This section continues the printing of the Task Force Report, of which Part II appeared in December 1978 and Part I in October 1978. The concluding section will appear in December 1979.

**TASK FORCE REPORT—PART III**

3. The Annual Meeting. On the average do you expect to attend:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Architectural</th>
<th>Architect</th>
<th>Preservation</th>
<th>Assistant</th>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Every year or two</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once every 3-4 years</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On special occasions or nearby</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rarely</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Do you come for:

- The papers: 223 117 90 70 41 541
- The tours: 164 114 66 85 30 459
- Intercourse with colleagues: 177 120 78 31 26 432
- Job interviews: 15 3 8 1 14 41

Preferable date:

- April-May: 120 89 71 42 92 351
- September-October: 43 54 14 29 8 148
- December-January: 71 25 15 13 10 134

4. Foreign Tours. Have you been on:

- One or more: 28 19 16 22 1 86
- Two or more: 11 6 4 4 0 25
- Four or more: 1 4 0 1 0 6

If so, do you think that you may go again sometime?

- Yes: 41 28 19 26 5 119
- No: 7 7 2 3 0 19

Even if you yourself have no interest in the foreign tours, do you consider them a useful function of the Society?

- Yes: 192 157 71 79 39 533
- No: 10 5 4 2 0 21
- Indifferent: 26 17 9 3 11 66

5. Domestic Tours. Have you been on:

- One or more: 22 30 15 20 13 100
- Two or more: 21 16 8 14 0 59
- Four or more: 8 12 9 13 0 42

If so, do you think that you may go again sometime?

- Yes: 75 56 28 42 12 213
- No: 8 3 2 3 0 16
- Indifferent: 6 3 0 0 0 9

If you have never gone, might you go someday if the location and date were suitable?

- Yes: 182 167 80 58 42 529
- No: 19 11 2 3 1 36

6. Book Service. The SAH used to sell books at a discount. Did you buy:

- One or more: 62 63 38 34 13 210
- About half a dozen or more: 63 31 16 14 6 130
- About a dozen or more: 18 15 6 1 1 41
- Not a member at that time: 57 74 33 35 30 229

Have you been inconvenienced by the discontinuance of this service?

- Yes: 77 61 32 18 19 207
- No: 108 109 45 43 16 321

How many of the guide books currently offered have you bought:

- One or more: 101 79 45 30 27 282
- About half a dozen or more: 48 39 14 17 7 125
- About a dozen or more: 13 10 5 0 1 29
Preservation

Meeting. "Heritage Canada," conference, workshops, and tours, takes place in Victoria, Oct. 17-21. Martin Segger (SAH) will speak on "Urban Heritage as an Economic Resource" and will chair a session. Jacques Dalibard (SAH) will co-chair two sessions. Barton Myers (SAH) and Harold Kalman (SAH) will speak in a panel on "Main Street Experience," Alan Gowans (SAH) will speak on post-modernism in architecture.

Structures. The U.S.S. Nautilus, the world's first atomic powered vessel and the first submarine to circumnavigate the globe submerged at high speed, has been listed on the "National Register of Historic Places," by the Interior Department's Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service (HCRS). The Nautilus was nominated for listing in the National Register by Connecticut State historic preservation officer John W. Shannahan, Director of the Connecticut Historical Commission. Connecticut Governor Ella T. Grasso has asked the Navy to return the ship to Groton for use as a marine museum. The governors of five other New England States and the governors of New Jersey and Pennsylvania have joined in her request. The Navy is studying whether to place the Nautilus in the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, or select some other alternative. Two buildings in New York City have recently been designated as landmarks. They are the Capt. John T. Barker house on Staten Island and the Robbins & Appleton Building on Bond St. in lower Manhattan, which has cast-iron facade in the Italianate mode.

Publications. The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Historic Preservation Projects with Guidelines for Applying the Standards has just been published and may be ordered from the Supt. of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402 for $2.30.

The Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service issue of 11593 April/May 1979 and its supplement, include articles on "Marine Heritage Preservation Grants," "Classes in Archeology for the Federal Manager," on the salvage of the USS Monitor, on a symposium about preservation of historic bridges, on a preservation project in mid-town Detroit undertaken by General Motors, and on the use of federal funds for preserving engineering structures.

The Service also published How To; its summer '79 issue was devoted to the evaluation and nomination of recent significant properties, for the National Register.

The New Jersey Historical Commission Newsletter of May '79 features an article on preservation of Hamilton Park Historic District in Jersey City, as well as "Restoring Railroad Stations," "Paterson Mills Reborn," and an account of the estate of George Jay Gould, eldest son of the financier, now a college; this article is by William J. McCrea (SAH).

Preservation News of Aug. '79 features a special pullout on Archeology and Preservation, with an article by Geoffrey P. Moran (SAH) on "The Secret of Salem's Narbonne House."

Policy. Regulations to mitigate the loss of archeological, architectural, historic and scientific properties from activities of Interior Department agencies were published in the Federal Register Aug. 2 by the Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. The regulations require agencies of the Department of the Interior to identify cultural properties that might be affected by their activities. All Interior agencies must:

- consult with State Historic Preservation Officers and others with cultural expertise to determine what resources may be affected by their plans, programs, and activities;
- provide for investigations to determine if potential unknown cultural resources exist in areas to be affected by plans, programs, and activities;
- identify in an affected area all properties listed on the National Register of Historic Places and all properties that appear to meet the criteria for nomination to the National Register; and
- study alternatives to previously planned activities that will contribute to the preservation of cultural resources and avoid or substantially reduce adverse effects on cultural properties.

Neighborhood Conservation. A planning study, which demonstrates how a city can preserve a district with historic cultural resources by reusing them, was issued in July by HCRS. Entitled "Rehabilitation: Danville 1978—A Strategy for Building Re-Use and Neighborhood Conservation," the study focuses on a district of handsome underused tobacco warehouses and declining mill-workers' residences in Danville, Virginia, a city of 46,000 located in south-central Virginia along the North Carolina border. "The Danville study represents an important step in the historic preservation movement in this country," HCRS Director Chris Therral Delaport said in issuing the new study. "Cities are realizing that preserving an old district with historic resources is a way of keeping a visible link with the past while at the same time making a city a better place to live. Preservation also saves energy and natural resources that would be used in new construction, particularly relevant now. In using the plan, Danville will demonstrate to neighboring cities how to preserve historic environments by reusing them." Later this year HCRS will publish rehabilitation project reports on the Fairmount Waterworks in Philadelphia, PA, an historic industrial district in Claremont, NH, and an historic industrial district in Sault Ste. Marie, MI. These will also be available from the U.S. Government Printing Office.

Records

W. Knight Sturges (SAH) reports that some newly discovered Renwick drawings of St. Patrick's Cathedral in NYC are presently in the cathedral vault, possibly may be placed eventually in the Archdiocesan Archives at St. Joseph's Seminary, Seminary Ave., Yonkers.

Catharine S. Detweiler (SAH) reports that the papers of her grandfather, Rufus W. Bunnell, an architect who practiced in Bridgeport, CT in the late 19th century, will be turned over to the Yale Archives in summer 1980. For a detailed list of these materials, write her at 231 Valley Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. (Note: Mrs. Detweiler will be away from Ithaca from Sept. 1979 to June 1980. Interested persons may also write to the Newsletter editor for this list.)

Fellowships and Grants

The Smithsonian Institution offers many pre- and post-doctoral fellowships in fields of interest to architectural historians, namely, American history and material culture, anthropology (including archeology), history of art, and history of science and technology; there are also research grants from work in Burma, Guinea, India, and Pakistan. Write to them in Washington, DC 20560.